4-H Equine Series

Discovering EquineHorsemanship 5
The purpose of the Discovering Equine project is to help you develop skills in
all areas of light horse management. By setting goals to become a responsible
horse owner and a good rider, you will become strong in the areas of selfdiscipline, patience, responsibility, respect and pride in your
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Learning is 3D!
To help you get the most out
of your learning, each project
meeting has the following parts:
Dream it! Plan for success
Do it! Hands on learning
Dig it! What did you learn?

What Skills Will You Learn?
Each section or Skill Builder (or Builder) in this project has activities that will help
your project group learn to do by doing while learning new skills and having fun!
To complete this project, you must:
 Complete the activities in each Builder OR a similar activity that focuses on
the same skills, as you and your leader may plan other activities.
 Plan and complete the Showcase Challenge.
 Complete the Portfolio Page.
 Participate in your club’s Achievement (See the inside back cover for more
information about 4-H Achievements).
How to use your Checklists
Keep your checklists up-to-date. Have your leader or riding instructor initial in
the gray area once you have accomplished a skill.
 Review each level with your leader to determine which skills you have already
mastered and highlight the ones you are working on.
 Keep going back and reviewing the lists.


Throughout the Skill Builders, you will see words in italics. These words are defined in
the glossary section at the back of the project book.
Your 4-H Club and You
4-H members are part of a 4-H club. Your club is where you
will learn about meetings, public speaking, and helping out in
your community.
The main focus of 4-H is for you to have hands on experience;
the 4-H motto is “Learn to do by Doing.”
An important part of belonging to a 4-H club is learning about
meetings. 4-H clubs have regular meetings with all of their members, sometimes every
month. Meetings let 4-H members decide on which special events the club will have, such as
parties, field trips, tours, or how Achievement will be celebrated.
Not every club may elect club officers, but some of the executive positions include, president,
secretary, treasurer, and news reporter.
Match the following executive positions with their role they play in a 4-H Club.
a) President
b) Secretary
c) Treasurer
d) News Reporter
e) Vice-President

___ Promotes 4-H to the community,
___ Runs 4-H club meetings and is the 4-H club spokesperson
___ Takes notes of the meeting, and is the official club record keeper.
___ Runs meetings in the absence of the president.
___ Keeps track of the 4-H club’s money and keeps financial records of the
club.

Does your 4-h club have an executive? Do you know who they are?

Skill Builder 1: Ground work and Psychology
Equus says…
Ground work can be challenging and rewarding. What type of
ground work do you do with your horse since advancing your skills
and knowledge?
Skills Checklist
Level Required Skill

Activities

5-1D

Explain how a horse’s vision differs from ours.

5-2D

Demonstrate safe lunging at all three gaits in both directions.

5-3D

Explain three safety rules to remember while lunging.

5-4D

Demonstrate, at the halter, a turn on the haunch in both directions.

□ Senses
□ Groundwork
Terms
□ I Spy
□ Lunging Space

5-5D

Identify and explain 3 horse habits

5-6D

Be able to identify 6 horse communication terms

5-7D

Describe a lunge space

5-8D

Explain what happens when a new horse is introduced to a herd.

5-9D

Make and demonstrate a horse-handling pattern (showmanship) - walk
trot, turn right, squaring and posing and backing up (left turn is not
usually required in showmanship).

Dream it!
Working with a horse on the dismount is just as important as working with a horse mounted. In this
builder, you will learn how horses behave with each other, lunging techniques and much more. When
you approach a horse, it will respond to your position, gestures, and tone of voice. The more we
understand the nature of horses (the way they think, how they act and react to different situations,
what pleases them, what scares them) the easier it will be to ride and train them.
Each horse is an individual and learns differently, just like you and your friends. Ground work will help
you get to know how your horse learns best. If you do it properly, your horse will come to respect
you as a trainer, and make your job easier, too.
To help you plan for this unit, list acts that your horse is already good at. If you left any off, should you
be working on them?
□ Lunges with respect (doesn’t pull or try to run away)
□ Demonstrates lead changes in a figure eight with little direction.
□ Reacts to neck reining.
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Do it!
Senses
Get into groups of 2 or 3 and answer the following questions and explain the
reason for your answers.
1. Horses have poor vision for doing some tasks they are given. When a
horse lowers his head trying to see something, what is he doing? Where
is the object?

2. When a horse raises his head trying to see something, what is he doing and where is the
object?

3. By watching his head, how can you tell if a jumper is sizing the fence or paying little attention?

Communication
Horses communicate with body language and sound. These signals are readily interpreted by an
alert horse-person. Try to match the corresponding horse calls to their description.
1. The Neigh

____ This sound may be described as a gentle snort and is used
by horses that are relaxed and happy.

2. The Nicker

____ Horses may make a groaning sound when yawning or
when being mounted.

3. Snorts

____ Horses may grunt when working hard or struggling to get
up.

4. Squeals

____ This sound is not common and used only in times of high
rage and fear. Can also be heard when two horses fight.

5. Screams and Roars

____ This is a greeting call. Horses soon learn to recognize
each other’s neigh and can easily tell who is in the next
stall.

6. Grunts

____ This sound is used to usually give an alarm. When a
horse is faced with a new object it may become excited
and snort. Stallions may use a snort as a challenge to
another stallion.

7. Groans

____ This is shorter and lower than the neigh. It is not as loud
and is used for shorter distance communication such as a
mare “talking” to her foal.

8. High Blowing

____ These are used when horses are in close contact.
Sometimes a horse may squeal before it bucks.
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Eye Sight and Blind Spots
Have you ever wondered what how people and horses see differently? In this
activity you will compare your blind spots to a horse’s blind spots. Your leader
will have instructions to play this game .

Lunge a Partner
With a partner, practice safe lunging at a walk, trot, and lope. One person will be the “horse” while
the other person is the “trainer”. Your leader will have further instructions on this activity.
As the “horse,” what were some of things you had to deal with?

As the “trainer,” what were some of the things you had to deal with?

Haunch at the Halter
Your leader will arrange for you to watch the ground work section on turns on the 4-H Horsemanship DVD and to watch a senior member demonstrate turns on the haunch at the halter. While you
watch, make some notes on things to keep in mind. What do you need to remember so that you
stay safe performing this action with your horse? Demonstrate to a younger member or another
person how to perform a turn on the haunch in both directions.
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Lunging Space
Do you have a place to lunge your horse? If so, describe it. If not, think about
where you could create a space and write down what you would have to do to
make it a lunge-friendly space. Remember that often we want to lunge in the
spring, before we begin riding. What about the snow in your space?

Patterns
Create a simple showmanship pattern that one would be expected to complete at a fair. Make sure
to have a clearly labelled legend. Demonstrate your pattern using your horse to show the rest of
the 4-H members.

Lunging
Have an experienced person give a Lunging clinic. Younger members should not take a young
horse to teach. You should learn to lunge a more experienced horse first. Young horses will pull
on you and challenge your skills before they settle down. Practice some of the techniques you saw
while watching the experienced person lunge their horse.
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Dig it!
Who’s the Boss?
You have learned about the pecking order in a herd. Take a camera and a
notepad out to observe a herd for several minutes. Take notes and/or pictures.
Using this observed information, write your conclusions based on what you have
learned below.
Look for the following points of interest:
 Horses often stand head to tail
 Horses groom each other with their teeth and lips, and swat flies with their tails.
 Horses are curious
 Horses graze close together
 Horses are playful
 Horses may bully
 Horses sleep on the ground or standing near each other
Behavior of herd at ____________________ Date:__________ Time:____________
Describe the boss horse (name and/or markings) and why you think this is so.

Describe the horse you think is at the bottom of the group and why you think so.

Describe how you think this horse was feeling based on what you observed above.

Discuss the following questions with a partner
Why is it important to know which horse is the boss?
How can you use horse psychology to make your work with your horse more enjoyable and a
better learning experience?




What’s Next?
In the next Skill Builder, you will learn proper care of your horses mane, as well as the parts of the
hoof.
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Skill Builder 2: Grooming
Equus says…
You already know how to properly groom your horse in
order to look after its health. This skill builder will focus
more on taking care of your horses hooves.
Skills Checklist
Level
5-10D
5-11D
5-12D
5-13D
5-14D
5-15D
5-16D

Skill
Explain how to pull a horse’s mane and why you would do this.
Demonstrate how to band or braid properly, depending upon
your main discipline.
Name the visible portions of the hoof and foot. Describe the purpose of at least 3 of these parts.
Use a ruler or stick to demonstrate a correctly balanced foot.
Identify tools used by a farrier.
Identify 3 foot problems by their description.
Explain in detail one common foot problem.

Activity
Farrier Visit
Hoof ID
Salon Day
Foot Problems
Grooming-Hoof
Crisscross
□ My Foot Hurts
□ Body Glitter
□
□
□
□
□

Dream it!
Grooming
Have you groomed your horse before? What types of things have you done to make your horse’s
appearance look better?

Do it!
Farrier Day
Invite a farrier to do a demonstration of
trimming (and possibly shoeing) a horse’s
hoof. Ask him to explain the various tools
he uses. Ask him how to tell if a horse has
laminitis and what to do about it. Ask the
farrier to name any of the visible portions of
the hoof and foot you do not know.
Discuss with the other members the
purpose of at least three of these parts.
Find out what you can do as a horse owner
to make the farrier’s job easier.
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Hoof ID
Identify the numbered parts of the foot.

1.

7.

2.

8.

3.

9.

4.

10.

5.

11.

6.

12.

Salon Day
Why not pamper your horse and treat it to a salon day? Give it a special grooming from head to toe.
Bath your horse. Band or braid your horse’s mane. Show a younger member how to do either one.
Trim your horse properly (fetlocks, ears, nose hairs, etc.). Gently rub baby oil or Vaseline around
the eyes and the muzzle. Clean the hooves. Invite a non-horsey friend over to help you and learn
about horse care in a safe environment. When you are done, think about what you enjoyed during
this activity.
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Foot Problems
Match the common foot problem to the description
a.
b.
c.
d.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Thrush
Bruised Sole
Abscess
Crack

e. Seedy Toe
f. Founder
g. Navicular Disease

This disease is a degeneration of a small bone inside of the foot.
A painful spot in the foot that requires draining by a veterinarian.
This painful condition is more common in ponies and is caused by diet.
A smelly infection in the frog of the foot.
A separation of the hoof wall from the white line.
A painful spot often caused by stepping on a stone.
An opening in the hoof wall that may or may not be serious.

Mane Pulling
Review the section on pulling the mane in your reference manual. Explain to a younger member the steps
involved in pulling the mane and why somebody would want to do it.

Balanced or Not?
With a quiet horse, take a ruler and check to see if the horse has balanced feet. Be sure to check all
three views; dorsal, palmar, and lateral view. Does the horse have balanced feet? How do you know this?
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Grooming-Hoof Crisscross
The terms for this crisscross are found in the Grooming and Hoof Care section
of the reference manual.
Down
1. Wedge shaped tissue that cushions the
horse's foot as it moves.
3. Another word for braiding.
4. This is a narrow band at the hairline that the
wall grows from.
5. These help a jumping horse from slipping on
the grass.
9. This is when the front toes are turned out
and the heels are turned in.
11. This hoof wall layer carries most of the
weight of the horse.
13. This type of horseshoe allows a horse to
slide when it stops.
14. This mane technique thins the hair out to
make it easier to handle.

Across
2. This tool is used to cut the
wall.
4. Thickest layer of the hoof wall.
6. This type of horseshoe does not have an
opening at the back.
7. This is when the front toes are turned in and
the heels are turned out.
8. A hairstyle for a horse in an English class.
10. The bottom surface of the foot.
12. This tool removes sharp edges from the wall.
15. This hairstyle makes a show horse's neck look
slim.
16. The outer layer of the hoof wall.
17. This is a rear view of the hoof.
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My Foot Hurts!
Research one of the common foot problems, such as laminitis.
Create a one page poster including images.
Your poster could be part of your Showcase Challenge on page 45.
Your poster should include:
□ Description of the problem
□ Pictures of the problem
□ Causes of the problem
□ Treatment of the problem
□ Prevention of the problem
□ Where you can find help for this problem
□ Why knowing this is important
Horse Shows
Investigate what horse shows take place in your area of the province. What kind of shows are they?
(i.e. general, 4-H, breed, specialty) Visit one of the horse show and observe the classes. Take note
of the different types of grooming the riders may use for their horses. Did it depend on what class
they were in?

Dig it!
Discuss with other members and your leader the following questions.
1. Why is proper foot care for horses very important?
2. Were there any grooming tools you learned about that you didn’t know how to use?
Demonstrate to the other members how to use the tool.
Horse Shows
You and your project group members visited a horse show. Share what you saw and learned.
What did you learn that will help you with your riding or grooming?

What’s Next?
The next Builder will help you identify desirable and undesirable conformation traits of a horse.
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Skill Builder 3: Identification and
Conformation
Equus says…
Conformation affects how the horse will perform. For each
particular purpose or function of horses, there is a particular form
that will enhance that function.

Skills Checklist
Level
5-17D
5-18D
5-19D
5-20D
5-21D
5-22D
5-23D

Skill
Explain a difference in muscling between 2 equine body types, such
as Sport and Stock horses.
Using a stick or string, describe ideal side view leg conformation.
Explain and locate the sites of three blemishes, and three
unsoundness when buying a horse.
Evaluate the conformation of a horse.
Name five important factors to take into account when
purchasing a horse.
Define unsoundness, blemishes and faulty conformation. Identify
one or two of these your horse may have.
Describe 5 undesirable conformation features

□
□
□
□
□

Activity
Body Match
Conformation T/F
Conformation
Types
Strengths and
Weaknesses
Balance

Dream it!
You have described your perfect horse earlier on in the Horsemanship series, but have you
considered what type of riding you enjoy the most? If you did, then you would need to include
things such as muscles where the horse needs them. Did you mention straight legs and the angle of
the pastern? These are all things that you need to consider. It is hard to find a “perfect” horse, but
you need to consider the imperfections of the horse and how it will affect its performance.
In Discovering Equine your goal should be to simply recognize and identify conformational strengths
and weaknesses.
Look at a picture of a horse out of a magazine or online. Try to distinguish the different conformation
faults and desired traits that you can see. Compare your results with other members.

Do it!
Define This
Discuss with other members what the following words mean: unsoundness, blemish, faulty
conformation. Give an example of each.
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Body Match
Select a term from the list below that matches the written description.
Roach back
Mutton withers
Cannon
Roman Nose
Sway Back
Ewe Neck

Rafter Hip
Narrow Chest
Roman Nose
Steep Shoulder
Swan Neck
Hoof

1. Low flat withers that do not hold a saddle well ________________________________.
2. Have an angle greater than 500 ______________________________________.
3. The front legs are placed too close together decreasing the space for lungs and heart
_________________________________.
4. There is a greater width at the hips than through the stifle area ____________________.
5. The neck shows a definite depression just before the withers
_________________________.
6. The bridge of the nose has a rounded appearance _____________________________.
7. Should be large enough to support the horse and be in proportion to his size ___________.
8. Viewed from the side, the horse’s back has a rounded appearance ___________________.
Conformation Types
Find 3 images to cut out of magazines of 3 different types of horses. (Stock, sport, etc.) Create a
poster with these images to compare and contrast the different types. Include such information as:
□ the usual activity for this type
□ the difference in muscling that helps with that activity
□ the set of the neck into the shoulder
□ mare vs. gelding characteristics, if possible
Share your poster with your project group. Explain your information about the differences and
similarities between two equine body types you found to your club. You may wish to keep your
poster for your Showcase Challenge.
Leg Conformation
Review the ideal front and leg conformations in your reference manual. Using a string, judge your
horses legs to find out what it’s conformation type is. What did you discover about your horse’s
conformation?
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Conformation True or False
After reviewing the material in your manual, mark each statement with a T
(True) or F (False).
A well-balanced horse will have a longer top-line than underline.
A horse carries about 50% of its weight on the forelegs.
Poor conformation will not affect the way a horse moves.
The term “camped under” describes a horse with the forelegs set too
far back.
“Calf Knees” is another word for “Back at the Knees”.
If a horse is “base narrow” his legs are set wider apart at the chest than at the hoof.
If a judge uses the term “pigeon toed” he is describing a horse with toes in.
“Bandy-legged” and “knock-kneed” mean the same thing when describing conformation.
“Sickle hock” causes extra stress on the knees.
It is important that the hoof and the pastern be at the same angle.
A horse’s conformation often gives a clue as to how the horse will perform.
Quality of a horse basically refers to the attractiveness of the horse.
An ideal neck on a horse is short and trim.
A well-balanced horse has body parts that all blend together to form a pleasing picture.
The horse’s heart girth should almost equal the distance from the girth to the ground.
Horses with long backs are well-balanced.
The horse’s pastern angle and shoulder angle should correspond to each other.
Time to Buy
Attend a horse sale. Discuss with other members and buyers, 3 different blemish sites and
unsoundness when buying a horse. Why should these things be taken into consideration before
buying a horse? What are some important facts to take into consideration before buying a horse?

Want to learn more?
Visit the following website to learn more about
functional conformation.
http://www.jwequine.com/conformation.html
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Strengths & Weaknesses
From the pictures you can see that these two horses have very different
conformation. List the strengths and weaknesses in each horse.

Horse A

Horse B

Strengths
1.

Strengths
1.

2.
3.
4.

Weaknesses

Weaknesses

1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Dig it!
Balance
Take a side view picture of your horse and paste into the space provided. Using a
ruler, draw 4 lines of balance on your image. Draw a line for the centre of
gravity. Describe the balance of your horse to your project group and leader –
be sure to include good points and any bad points. Remember that if it does not
have perfect balance, that does not mean it is not a ‘good’ horse. It is very difficult to
find a ‘perfect’ horse and this is information to help you understand why a horse is good
at some events and not others. There are many factors that all work together to
determine how a horse moves and functions.


List 3 desirable conformation features that your horse has.



List 2 undesirable conformation features that your horse has.



Explain why it is important that you understand the basics of conformation.

Think about your posture when you are riding. Do you think this will affect the balance of your
horse? This will be discussed further in the Riding section.

What’s Next?
In Skill Builder 4, you will learn about bandaging and safe trailering.
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Skill Builder 4: Safety and Stable
Management
Equus says…
Horses are housed in all types of facilities; ranging from pastures and
corrals to elaborate stables with individual box stalls. Horses do
well in any of these conditions, but there are some important things
to look for, such as protection and comfort for your horse.
Skills Checklist
Level Skill
5-24D
5-25D
5-26D
5-27D
5-28D
5-29D
5-30D
5-31D
5-32D

Activities

Give 2 advantages of a tie stall.
Describe a good box stall including size and doors.
Demonstrate how to correctly apply leg bandages for first aid.
Name three pieces of protective equipment and their purpose
that you could use on your horse when he is riding in a trailer.
Explain and demonstrate one safe loading and unloading
technique with your horse.
Instruct an older member or adult how to safely load and unload
a quiet horse into a trailer.
Identify 3 safe and 3 unsafe stable management practices.
Identify 4 different types of beddings and recognize the
differences between them.
Describe an ideal shelter for your horse.

□ Bandage Time
□ Stable
Management T/F
□ Home Sweet
Home
□ Clean Bedding
□ Providing
Shelter

Dream it!
Your horse facility needs to suit your horse’s needs, be suitable for where you live, and be
affordable. Nearly all horses will go for at least one trailer ride during their lifetime. No matter
what type of riding you do, you need to know the basics of bandaging and safe trailering. Answer
the following questions.
1. What type of fencing does your horse have? Do you feel that this fencing is safe for your horse?
2. How often do you put your horse into a trailer and haul somewhere? Have you ever had
trouble with trailering?
3. Have you ever brought a new horse home? How did you introduce it to your other horse(s)?

Do it!
Bandage Time
Discuss the different types of bandaging with a leader or senior member. Explain 2 of them.
Choose one type of bandaging. Demonstrate this technique to your leader or senior member.
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Stable Management True or False
Place a T (TRUE) or F (FALSE) before each statement.
____ It is not necessary to provide shelter for your horse against cold and wind
____ How a stable is set up is known as layout.
____ By having more natural light in your barn your horse is
healthier and you save on electricity.
____ There is no danger in galloping across an unknown
pasture.
____ Proper manure disposal is part of good stable
management.
____ It is necessary to have a fire extinguisher in the barn.
____ Keeping manure storage away from the barn helps with
the problem of flies.
Tie Stalls
Fill out the following chart about the advantages and disadvantages of tie stalls. After completing the
chart, discuss with the other members your reasons for putting your points under each category.
Disadvantage

Advantage

Box Stalls
Discuss with other members what a good box stall looks like. Visit a barn at a local fair ground or
someone’s farm. Observe the box stalls, pointing out ideal features they have.
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Safety First
Do you use any protective equipment for your horse while it is in the trailer?
Think of at least 4 different pieces of equipment and their purpose. Practice
using some of the equipment the next time you trailer your horse.

Home Sweet Home
1. Why should stall doors open outwards?
a. In case the horse becomes cast in his
box stall
b. Will not mess up the bedding
c. If the horse is acting up against the
door, pushing inwards might be
impossible
d. All of the above

2. Which type of straw is best for bedding?
a. wheat
b. barley
c. oat
d. none of the above

3. When is shredded paper a good choice for
bedding?
a. for warmbloods because they have
sensitive skin
b. for horses who are affected by dust
c. for horses who like to lie down a lot
d. none of the above

4. Why does a horse need shelter in an open field?
a. protection
b. keeps flies away
c. warmth
d. all of the above

5. Which of the following is the most
satisfactory way for your horse to drink?
a. bucket and automatic watering bowls
b. rivers and streams
c. ponds
d. field troughs

6. Which of the following is the least important in
stable construction?
a. dry foundation
b. free drainage
c. constant light
d. good ventilation

7. Which of the following is a good choice
for fencing.
a. plain wire and posts
b. pipe with metal posts
c. boards and posts
d. all of the above

8. No fencing should be lower than ____
a. 2 feet
b. the horse’s back
c. 1 foot
d. 3 feet
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Clean Bedding
What you choose for bedding material is an important part of horse-barn
management. Bedding dust can cause respiratory problems in horses and handlers.
Some types of bedding can make your horse appear dirty.
If you keep your horse outdoors, you don’t have to worry about it. If your horse
lives inside, you need to dispose of it safely. If you handle it properly, it can be
recycled and add nutrients to the soil. This activity will help you find out which
bedding absorbs the most horse waste and promotes the fastest decay back into
the soil.
Collect 4 different 1-pound samples of bedding such as shredded paper, straw, wood
shavings and/or pellets, Some places even use peat moss.
 Divide each sample in half and place ½ pound of each into separate containers.
 Pour 4 cups of water into each container and let set for 30 minutes.
 Strain each bucket by covering with a board or similar item and measure the water
you pour off. Record your findings. Write the type of bedding on the top line and
measurements on the second line.


Bedding 1

Bedding 2

Bedding 3

Bedding 4

_______________ _______________ ________________ ______________
_______________ _______________ ________________ ______________


Place all 8 samples (4 dry and 4 wet) outside in piles where they won’t get disturbed.
After 2 weeks, observe which materials have started to decay. Record your findings.
Amount of Decay of Wet Bedding

_______________ _______________ ________________ ______________
Amount of Decay of Dry Bedding
_______________ _______________ ________________ ______________

Load ‘Em Up
Review the steps of how to load and unload a horse. Using a quiet horse, demonstrate to a nonhorse person how to load and unload. Be sure to explain what you are doing in each step. Give
the horse to a senior member or leader and walk them through loading and unloading a horse.
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Providing Shelter
All horses should be protected
from the elements. Horses need
a place to get out of the rain,
wind, snow, or sun. Without
proper shelter, a horse may
become sick. Not everyone can
afford a barn. Shelters have 3
sides and an open front.
In the space below, draw a shelter for your
horse. Use the sketch as a reference for slope of
the land, drainage, existing shelter and wind
direction. Also use the legend as a reference for
drawing the shed as well as any trees or
windbreak fence.
Legend:

Shed – wide side open side

Windbreak fence

Trees

It is up to you to decide which direction you want the open side of your shelter to face. If you
decide to build a windbreak fence, you can also position it at an angle or with corners. Trees may
also be included. They can be planted in rows or groves.
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1. What type of fencing did you choose?

2. What did you take into consideration when you decided to provide shelter
for your horse? It may be helpful to discuss this activity with other member of
your group.

3. Compare a shelter to a barn. List 3 advantages and 3 disadvantages of a
shelter.

Dig it!
Which stall would you prefer to have your horse in, a tie stall or a box stall? Give
reasons why.

Clean Bedding
After having completed the activity Clean Bedding in the Do it! section or another activity similar
to it, discuss the following questions with other members to reach a final answer.
1. How much waste does one horse produce in a single day?

2. Name a type of bedding that one of the local equestrian facilities uses.

3. What surprised you the most in your experiment?

4. What did you learn about conducting an experiment?

5. What changes would you make the next time you conduct an experiment?

6. What kind of health problems can occur if bedding is not properly maintained?

7.

What would happen to the environment if horse wastes were not disposed of safely?
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Hauling
Your leader will have your project group watch a video on loading and hauling
your horse safely. Be prepared to discuss these questions with you group.
 Does every horse need to learn how to get into a trailer?
 What kinds of problems can happen when hauling a horse?
 What kinds of safety equipment can we put on our horses when
hauling?
 What should you do with the trailer and truck before hauling your horse?
 How do you properly load a horse into a 2-horse and a slant load trailer?
 What are some reasons a horse might not want to go into a trailer?

What’s Next?
In the next Builder, you will learn about the different types of lameness.
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Skill Builder 5: Health
Equus says…
You feed and care for your horse because you want to maintain a physical
condition so that it feels good and will work for you. This seems simple, but
there are many factors which play into the well being of your horse.
Skills Checklist
Level Skill
5-33D
5-34D
5-35D
5-36D
5-37D
5-38D
5-39D
5-40D
5-41D

Activity

Explain how to treat an open bleeding wound.
Identify three diseases common to your area and their symptoms,
treatment or prevention.
Give three reasons or symptoms why your horse may need to visit
the horse dentist.
Describe three supplements and explain why a horse might need
them.
Watch a lame horse move and identify four reasons where and why
he may be lame. Explain indicators which lead you to your
conclusion.
Identify different types of lameness according to their symptoms
Identify proper feeding practices
Evaluate the difference between hay from different bales and fields
Recognize the importance of dewormer

□
□
□
□
□

Lameness Match
Feed Q & A
First Aid Kit
Evaluating Hay
Worms

Dream it!
Have you given your horse medication or vaccinations before? What
were you treating or trying to prevent.

Discuss with other members why a horse/pony may go lame?

Equus says...
The province of Manitoba has developed a Premises Identification Program to be
used as a tool for the planning and management of animal health and food safety
emergencies. This regulation requires the owner or operator of a premises to
provide specific land and contact information. For more information contact your
local MAFRI GO Office or e-mail traceability@gov.mb.ca
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Do it!
Lameness Match
Match the following types of lameness with their symptoms. They all deal with
common foot and hoof problems. The answers are in the Health section of your
manual.
Supporting leg lameness

A. Horse is lame whether standing or moving

Swinging leg lameness

B. This may be caused by an injury to a second leg while
trying to reduce the pain of the first injury.

Complementary lameness

C. This is seen when the horse is moving because of
muscle or tendon injury

Mixed lameness

D. This may be caused by the weight being kept on the
injured leg.

Place each of the following words under the correct heading:
Arthritis
Bruises
Puncture Wounds

Laminitis (Founder)
Navicular
Corns
Mixed Lameness

Swinging Leg Lameness

Be Prepared
Always be prepared for the unexpected .
1. Make up a sheet with the important vital statistics on it for your horse.
2. Put together a basic first aid kit with the important items in it. Explain to a
younger member the purpose of each item. Explain what to do if you find a
horse with an open, bleeding wound.

Playing Nurse
Demonstrate how to take your horse’s pulse and check its capillary refill. What did you like about
this activity? Consider this activity when planning your Showcase Challenge at the end of the year.
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Feed True or False
Answer the following T (True) of F (False).
1. Brome is a common type of grass hay.
2. A mature horse has a higher protein requirement than a foal.
3. A lack of vitamins may cause diseases.
4. Grass hays have more protein than legume hays.
5. During digestion, proteins are broken down into amino acids.
6. Pastures provide more energy in early season than in late season.
7. Grains supply calcium.
8. Roughages supply phosphorus.
9. Energy can be defined as the ability to do work.
10. Oats have more energy than corn.
11. Horses require about 2L of water for each kilogram of feed consumed.
12. A horse should be fed 5 pounds of feed for every 100 pounds it weighs a day.
13. Iodine is readily available in forages.
14. The largest portion of a horse’s body is water.
15. Horses should never be fed green oats.
16. Alfalfa is a source of protein.
17. Stems provide the majority of nutrients in hay.
18. Red salt blocks contain sodium, chloride and iodine.
19. It is not safe for horses to have access to blue salt blocks.
20. A proper mineral balance is important for bone development.
Common Diseases
Discuss with other members some common diseases in your area. Think of at least 3 different
diseases. Answer the following questions:
What are the symptoms for each disease?

What are treatment or prevention methods for these diseases?
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Evaluating Hay
Bring one sample of hay to your meeting. Partner
up with another member and compare the two
samples of hay that are from 2 different bales that
come from 2 different fields. Write a brief
comparison below based upon 6 ways of visually
evaluating hay. Refer to your reference manual on how to evaluate hay.
Characteristic

Sample 1

Sample 2

Leafiness
Color
Odor
Dust
Texture
Foreign material
Worms
Indicate which dewormer you have used on your horse for the last 2 cycles. Explain how to
give it. Research what happens to a horse if it is not dewormed regularly. List the symptoms of
a wormy horse from mild to severe. Explain what treatment should be given to the horse in a
severe case.

Record Keeping
Keeping accurate, up to date health and feed records is important for your own records. It
ensures that you know how much money you are spending, when to give your horse
vaccinations, etc, and also how much you feed your horse. Fill in the health and feed record
sheets of what you give your horse. Add loose leaf pages if you require extra space.
HEALTH RECORDS
List any routine practices for prevention of sickness and injury such as de-worming and vaccinations.
Also include treatments for sickness or injury.
DATE

PROBLEM

TREATMENT
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COST

1-MONTH FEED RECORDS
Quantity
Feed

Per Day

Price
Per Unit

Total
Cost (1month)

For 1 Month

Grains (list)

Roughages (hay)

Pasture

Supplements
Protein
Minerals
Salt
Other…
A. 1-Month Feed Costs $
B. Bedding Costs $
c. Hauling Costs $
D. Health and Veterinarian Costs (see Health Record) $
E. Farrier Costs $
Month__________________ to Month________________Total Cost for 1 $
Month
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Horse Dentist
What are some reasons you think a horse should go to see a horse dentist?
What are the symptoms that can help you identify when your horse should see a
dentist? Visit a horse dentist or review your manual.

Supplements
Visit a local feed mill and look at the different horse feed. Find out at least three types of
supplements a horse needs and why it is important for them to receive them.

Lameness
Watch the YouTube video of a horse that is lame, the link is provided below. Think of 4 reasons
where and why the horse might be lame. Explain to others the reasoning behind your conclusion.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGEyAOjv3_Y&feature=related

Dig it!
Discuss the following questions with your group:
 Why is it important to keep proper health and feed records?
 What can you do as a horse owner to help prevent your horse from becoming lame?

What’s Next?
It is important to be able to identify proper riding techniques. Check out Skill Builder 6 to learn
more!
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Skill Builder 6: Riding
Equus says…
Equitation means having the ability to control your seat and
properly ride a horse, making riding an art form. Most of your
activities for this unit will take place outside with your horse.

Skills Checklist
Level
Skills
5-42D
Briefly describe a good spring riding program for you and
your horse after taking the winter off.
5-43D
Watch a horse doing a haunches-in from a rear point of
view - explain when the horse’s legs are in the correct
positions.
5-44D
Identify 3 proper riding practices.
5-45D

Recognize the proper sitting position when riding a horse.

5-46D

Explain different solutions for problems caused by bits.

5-47D

Explain proper fitting of a saddle for you and your horse.

5-48D

Describe how to properly clean tack.

5-49M

Mounted Skills

Activity
□ Riding T/F
□ Position
□ Bits
□ Applying the Aids

Dream it!
Check off the statements below that you think apply to you. If possible, have someone take
pictures of you while you are riding and see if you really do sit the way you think.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Sit tall in the saddle in a balanced, relaxed manner.
Keep your back straight with your shoulders directly over your hip
Your heels are directly below your hip
Your hands are nice and steady, never bumping on the bit
Your body moves very little when asking your horse to change direction
You praise your horse for trying
You can explain what kind of bit you are using and why.

What horsemanship goals do you want to accomplish this year? How will you go about it?
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Do it!
Riding True or False

□
□
□

At the lope/canter, the horse carries 60% of its weight on the back end.
Horizontal weight is used to affect the speed and rhythm of the horse.
At the lope/canter, the rider’s hips absorb the movement of the horse.

□

When a horse is strung out, the balance point for the weight of the horse is moved toward the
hindquarters.

□

When a horse is collected, the balance point for the weight of the horse shifts towards its front
end.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

An “active rein” simply gives support.
In a turn on the haunches, the (inside) foot that does not move is called the pivot foot.
An “open rein” is sometimes called a “leading rein”.
An “indirect rein” applies pressure from the bit towards the rider’s opposite hip.
A “neck rein” (bearing rein) may cross the centre of the horse’s neck
A horse that is “leaning on the bit” holds its jaw close to its chest.
A horse may resist the bit if it is in need of dental work.

A horse that is “on the bit” simply carries its head in a vertical position over the bit. This horse
is easy to control.

□
□

At the gallop, a horse’s weight shifts to the front.

If you are going to show your horse, you must expect it to complete a transition in no more
than five strides.
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Position
Review these position images. Then have a parent or friend take a few pictures of
you while you are riding. Evaluate yourself. What can you do better? What are
you already doing well?

Good Balanced Position:
 Eyes up
 Arms hang beside rib
 Knees and ankles relaxed
 Head balanced
 Back straight
 Balanced on seat bones
 Feet and legs under body
 Heels down

Problem Position:
 “Chair Seat”
 Back straight, but feet
and legs ahead
 Rider out of balance
backward
 Knees tight
 Heels level

Problem Position:
 “Slumping”
 Head and eyes down
 Round back
 Sitting on Buttocks
 Rider out of balance
 Arms out ahead of body
 Knees pinching
 Heels up, toes down
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Problem Position:
 “Perching”
 Too far forward
 Stiff, hollow back
 Sitting on front of
seat (crouch)
 Knees tight
 Legs too far back
 Heels level or up

Bits
There are many kinds of bits. You should be familiar with a curb (shank) bit, a
snaffle bit, and a pelham bit. Each statement below poses a problem. Can you
think of a solution for each problem? There is not always a correct answer.
Discuss your thoughts with your group once you are done.

Problems

Solutions

1. Using a curb bit with a jointed mouthpiece
as a snaffle bit and expecting the horse to
“direct rein”. Why does this create
confusion and pain for the horse?
2.

Not using a curb strap or curb chin with a
curb bit or pelham. Why does this create a
problem?

3. The corners of the horse’s mouth become
sore. Causes?
4. When the rider checks the horse the curb
bit pulls straight back. Is there a curb strap?
Is it adjusted correctly?
5. The horse shakes his head when being
ridden. Possible causes?
6. Using non-snaffle bits with training
equipment such as martingales, side reins
or draw reins. Why does only a snaffle bit
give the desired results?
Haunches
Demonstrate doing a turn on the haunches. Take turns demonstrating one at a time If you are not
demonstrating a turn on the haunches, observe what is happening. Explain when the horse’s legs are
in the correct position. Be sure to look at the turn from different angles.

Applying the Aids
The following is a description of some maneuvers that you can practice while riding your horse.
Choose 1 or 2 to practice each time you ride. What did you learn while practicing? Discuss with
your group what you and your horse are good at and what you need to practice more.
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Transitions – This is when a horse changes gait either up or down without
changing impulsion (without slowing down or speeding up). Practicing transitions
allows your horse to build muscle. With practice, you should be able to change
gait within 3 strides.
Extended Stride – To extend (lengthen) your horse’s stride, use alternating leg
pressures, to propel the legs further as they step forward. Your horse will reach up
further with its back and the stride will be lengthened.
Side pass – The side pass is the sideways movement of the horse. Have your
horse face a fence. To sidepass right, move your right leg off of the body and press
the ribs with your left leg. Use the reins to keep the horse’s head straight. If it
backs up, gently press with both legs and start over. Once it takes a single step
properly, reward him with a rest and a moment to think about what it did correct.
Half Halt – This is a good exercise for improving collection. In this momentary “pause”, the horse
lowers its hindquarters and elevates its forehand slightly – becoming better balanced and lighter in
the rider’s hand. Basically, the horse hesitates but does not lose forward momentum. To ask for a
half halt, sit deep in the saddle and squeeze your legs. At the same time, flex the reins slightly. As
soon as you feel the horse “check itself”, release the reins slightly and allow the horse to move
forward.
Simple Lead Change – Simple lead changes allow you to slow to a jog/
trot before cueing your horse to change from one lead to another. Practice
simple lead changes by riding in a figure 8 (see figure to right…there is a
straight line in a figure 8). As you pass through the centre, drop to a jog/trot
before cueing the horse to pick up the other lead. Always cue your horse with
the leg opposite the lead you want.
Turn on the Forehand – The turn on the forehand is when a horse keeps its forelegs still and
moves its hindquarters around. The rider must keep two hands on the reins. Use the inside rein to
bend the horse’s head slightly while using the outside rein to steady the horse. Keep your hands
light and flexible. Cue lightly with your outside leg to ask the horse to move its hindquarters away
from the leg. Work patiently and firmly. When you get the first couple of steps let the horse relax
and reward it. Note: There should be no steps backwards and no resistance in the mouth.
Turn on the Haunches – A turn on the haunches is the movement when a horse keeps its
hindquarters still and moves its forequarters around by crossing its front legs. To prepare a horse
for this, begin by making a circle at a jog/trot that becomes progressively smaller. Continue until
your horse gets to the centre of the circle and you want it to walk around its hindquarters crossing
its front legs as it makes a 90-degree turn. Squeeze with the outside leg while keeping the curve
with the inside rein. The inside foot that does not move is called the pivot foot. Pick up the outside
rein and lay it across the horse’s neck. Do not bend your horse excessively in the direction you are
turning. Note: Before executing the turn on the haunches, it may also be helpful to walk in a circle,
using the inside rein and bumping the rib cage over with the inside leg. When the horse “gives”,
remove the pressure from your inside leg and apply the outside leg for the turn around.
Change Body Positions – Try to ride your horse at a rising jog/trot for six beats, stand in the
stirrups for six beats and sit for six beats. By working on this “sequence”, you will become more
aware of the changes in your horse’s gait.
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That’s Tacky
You leader will plan a trip to a local tack store. The owner may be willing to
discuss the different type of bits and saddles available. Find out how to adjust,
use and clean various types of equipment. You may also wish to use this
opportunity to sit in different saddles. Note how a saddle feels when the seat is
too big or too small. A bit presentation may be a good Showcase Challenge
project.

Dig it!
Saddle Fitting
Read the section on Fitting a Saddle to a Horse. Check to ensure
that your saddle(s) fit your horse properly. Check your fit in the
saddle. What did you discover?

Learn to do by Doing
Practice the Mounted Skills from your skills checklist. Keep a journal to help you keep track of
your improvements. Ask people to watch you for specific things that you want to work on, such as
posture. Get your checklists initialized once you have mastered a skill. There is a 4-H Riding Video
to help you if you do not have easy access to a riding instructor.

Thoughtful Thanks!
Celebrate your success with others! Think about who helped you along the way. Sending a thank
you card to those who helped you (e.g. 4-H leaders, 4-H Ambassadors, staff, parents, friends,
sponsors etc.) can be a great way to show appreciation and to let others know of your success.
Send a card or cards!
NOTE: Whether you purchase or create your card(s), make sure you personalize it with a message.
What’s Next?
The dismounted and mounted skills checklists are next. Followed by the Showcase Challenge. It is
time to show what you have learned throughout your project
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Dream It! Plan for Success It will take at least one year to competently learn these skills. Check off
the Supporting Activities that you finish. The gray area is for the skill evaluator’s initials when they check
to see if you are able to do the skill with your horse.

MANITOBA 4-H DISCOVERING EQUINE LEVEL 5 DISMOUNTED SKILLS
Skill

5-1D
5-2D
5-3D
5-4D
5-5D
5-6D
5-7D
5-8D
5-9D

5-10D
5-11D
5-12D
5-13D
5-14D
5-15D
5-16D
5-17D
5-18D
5-19D
5-20D
5-21D
5-22D
5-23D

Project Choices
GROUNDWORK AND PSYCHOLOGY
Explain how a horse’s vision differs from ours.
Demonstrate safe lunging at all three gaits in both
directions.
Explain three safety rules to remember while lunging.
Demonstrate, at the halter, a turn on the haunch in both
directions.
Identify and explain 3 horse habits
Be able to identify 6 horse communication terms
Describe a lunge space
Explain what happens when a new horse is introduced to
a herd.
Make and demonstrate a horse-handling pattern
(showmanship) - walk trot, turn right, squaring and posing
and backing up (left turn is not usually required in
showmanship).
GROOMING AND HOOF CARE
Explain how to pull a horse’s mane and why you would do
this.
Demonstrate how to band or braid properly, depending
upon your main discipline.
Name the visible portions of the hoof and foot. Describe
the purpose of at least 3 of these parts.
Use a ruler or stick to demonstrate a correctly balanced
foot.
Identify tools used by a farrier.
Identify 3 foot problems by their description.
Explain in detail one common foot problem.
BASIC CONFORMATION
Explain a difference in muscling between 2 equine body
types, such as Sport and Stock horses.
Using a stick or string, describe ideal side view leg
conformation.
Explain and locate the sites of three blemishes, and three
unsoundness when buying a horse.
Evaluate the conformation of a horse.
Name five important factors to take into account when
purchasing a horse.
Define unsoundness, blemishes and faulty conformation.
Identify one or two of these your horse may have.
Describe 5 undesirable conformation features
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Initial

Supporting
Activities
□ Senses
□ Groundwork
Terms
□ Eye Sight and
Blind Spots
□ Lunge a partner
□ Haunch at the
halter
□ Lunging space
□ Patterns
□ Lunging
□ Who’s the boss

Farrier Visit
Hoof ID
Salon Day
Foot Problems
Mane Pulling
Balanced or
not?
□ Grooming-hoof
crisscross
□ My Foot Hurts
□ Horse Shows

□
□
□
□
□
□

□ Define This
□ Body Match
□ Conformation
Types
□ Leg
Conformation
□ Conformation
T or F
□ Time to Buy
□ Strength and
Weaknesses
□ Balance

MANITOBA 4-H DISCOVERING EQUINE LEVEL 5 DISMOUNTED SKILLS
Skill

Project Choices

Initial

Supporting
Activities

STABLE MANAGEMENT
5-24D
5-25D
5-26D
5-27D
5-28D
5-29D
5-30D
5-31D
5-32D

Give 2 advantages of a tie stall.
Describe a good box stall including size and doors.
Demonstrate how to correctly apply leg bandages for first
aid.
Name three pieces of protective equipment and their
purpose that you could use on your horse when he is
riding in a trailer.
Explain and demonstrate one safe loading and unloading
technique with your horse.
Instruct an older member or adult how to safely load and
unload a quiet horse into a trailer.
Identify 3 safe and 3 unsafe stable management practices.
Identify 4 different types of beddings and recognize the
differences between them.
Describe an ideal shelter for your horse.

□ Bandage Time
□ Stable
Management T/
F
□ Tie Stalls
□ Box Stalls
□ Safety First
□ Home Sweet
Home
□ Clean Bedding
□ Load ‘Em Up
□ Providing
Shelter
□ Hauling

HEALTH
5-33D
5-34D
5-35D
5-36D
5-37D
5-38D
5-39D
5-40D
5-41D

Explain how to treat an open bleeding wound.
Identify three diseases common to your area and their
symptoms, treatment or prevention.
Give three reasons and symptoms why your horse may
need to visit the horse dentist.
Describe three supplements and explain why a horse
might need them.
Watch a lame horse move and identify four reasons
where and why he may be lame. Explain indicators which
lead you to your conclusion.
Identify different types of lameness according to their
symptoms
Identify proper feeding practices
Evaluate the difference between hay from different bales
and fields
Recognize the importance of dewormer

□ Lameness
Match
□ Be Prepared
□ Playing Nurse
□ Feed T or F
□ Common
Diseases
□ Evaluating Hay
□ Worms
□ Record Keeping
□ Horse Dentist
□ Supplements
□ Lameness

RIDING AND EQUIPMENT

5-44D
5-45D

Briefly describe a good spring riding program for you and
your horse after taking the winter off.
Watch a horse doing a haunches-in from a rear point of
view - explain when the horse’s legs are in the correct
positions.
Identify 3 proper riding practices.
Recognize the proper sitting position when riding a horse.

5-46D
5-47D
5-48D
5-49M

Explain different solutions for problems caused by bits.
Explain proper fitting of a saddle for you and your horse.
Describe how to properly clean tack.
Mounted Skills

5-42D
5-43D
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Riding T/F
Position
Bits
Haunches
Applying the
Aids
□ That’s Tacky
□ Saddle Fitting
□ Learn to do by
Doing

□
□
□
□
□

MANITOBA 4-H DISCOVERING EQUINE MOUNTED SKILLS – LEVEL 5

Note: Your leader has access to a series of videos entitled 4-H Horsemanship that
demonstrate and discuss the skills required for riding level 5.
Skill
Do It Skills

5-1M
Drop stirrups and ride with a proper seat at a walk, jog/trot and
lope/canter around the arena in both directions.
5-2M
Demonstrate how to drive your horses hind legs up underneath
him into supporting hands at all three gaits that will create vertical
flexion.
5-3M
Starting at X , lope/canter two FIGURE 8’s, first one is smaller than
the second - all simple lead changes take place at X.
5-4M
Lope/canter a three loop SERPENTINE using two markers showing
smooth simple lead changes.
5-5M
Demonstrate four straight line simple lead changes, two right and
two left.
5-6M
From a lope/canter demonstrate a quiet balanced halt then back to a
lope/canter.
5-7M
Explain and demonstrate how the outside rein can be used as either
an indirect rein or a supporting rein.
5-8M
Demonstrate a 360 degree advanced turn on the forehand right and
left.
5-9M
Explain and demonstrate a side pass of at least six crossovers in
each direction.
5-10M Demonstrate a turn on the haunches including at least four
crossovers of the front leg.
5-11M Explain and demonstrate “haunches in and out” at a walk in both
directions.
5-12M Demonstrate leg yield at a jog/trot with the horse’s spine straight.
5-13M

Ride the attached patterns.
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Initial

MANITOBA 4-H DISCOVERING EQUINE RIDING PATTERN LEVEL 5
Rider may have a reader for all patterns. It is not necessary to use the whole
arena. Modify the size of the riding area to maximize safety! The Dressage letters
along the outside are guidelines. Paint or tape the letters to a pail or cone if
desired. This pattern is broken down into 4 parts for easier reading, but is
intended to be read as 1 pattern for evaluation. All long patterns are intended to
be ridden with 2 hands regardless of bit type.
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MANITOBA 4-H DISCOVERING EQUINE SHORT RIDING PATTERN LEVEL 5
Rider may have a reader for all patterns. Short patterns should be ridden with ONE hand (Western)
or two hands (English).
1. Start at cone A.
2. Walk to cone B.
3. At B, lope/canter at right lead around C to D.
4. Halt at D. Do a 370-degree turn on the haunches to the left.
5. Lope on the left lead to a point between A and B. Do a simple or flying lead change and
continue loping around E and ride to F.
6. At F, halt. Side pass 6-10 steps to the right.
7. Jog out of arena.
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Showcase Challenge
Bringing it all together!

Now that you have finished this project, it is time to think about how you will
share your experiences and knowledge with others. You may put your new
skills to work by helping at a community event or at your club Achievement or
teaching others about your topic. The goal of the Showcase Challenge is to help
highlight your new skills and help you understand how you can use them. It can
be an opportunity to receive feedback from others on your project. So go back
through your manual and find some highlights of your learning (what you are
proud of) and think about how you will “showcase” it.

Dream It!
Here are some Showcase Challenge Suggestions:


Demonstrate something you made
or learned about



Make a pamphlet



Give a speech



Make a poster or display



 Make a computer presentation (e.g.
 PowerPoint)

 Write a report




Use your new skills to help with the  Or come up with your own idea. It is
Club Achievement plans
up to you and your leader!

My Showcase Challenge Plan
My showcase idea: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
What materials and resources do I need? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Who do I need to help me? ___________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
When do I need to have things done by? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Do It!
Insert or attach your finished product or a photo of you sharing your skills in
your Showcase Challenge.

Dig It!
Now that you have showcased your project skills;
 How did your Showcase Challenge go?



What would you do differently next time?



How will you use your new skills in the future? (in different situations?)
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My 4-H Portfolio Page
Name: __________________ Date: _____________ Year in 4-H: ____
Club: _____________ Hours Spent on 4-H: ___(Project and Other 4-H Activities)
Discovering Equine—Time to Specialize Skills Chart
To be completed by the leader and the member based on observations and
conversations throughout the project.

Skill
Members will be able to…
Each
Builder
had
a
Skills Checklist which identified the skill you will
Builder
learn.

Groundwork and Psychology

 Explain how a horse’s vision differs from ours.
 Demonstrate safe lunging at all three gaits in both

directions.

 Explain three safety rules to remember while lunging.
 Demonstrate, at the halter, a turn on the haunch in

1

2

both directions.
Identify and explain 3 horse habits
Be able to identify 6 key horse terms
Describe a lunge space
Explain what happens when a new horse is introduced
to a herd.
 Make and demonstrate a horse-handling pattern
(showmanship) - walk trot, turn right, squaring and
posing and backing up (left turn is not usually required
in showmanship).





Grooming
 Explain why people would band a horse’s mane.
 Explain how to pull a horse’s mane and why you
would do this.
 Demonstrate how to band or braid properly,
depending on your main discipline.
 Use a ruler or stick to demonstrate a correctly
balanced foot.
 Identify tools used by a farrier.
 Identify 3 foot problems by their description.
 Explain in detail one common foot problem.
Identification and Conformation

 Explain a difference in muscling between 2 equine

body types, such as Sport and Stock horses.

 Using a stick or string, describe ideal side view leg


3







conformation.
Explain and locate the sites of three blemishes, three
unsoundness when buying a horse.
Evaluate the conformation of a horse.
Name five important factors to take into account
when purchasing a horse.
Define unsoundness, blemishes and faulty
conformation. Identify one or two of these your horse
may have.
Describe 5 undesirable conformation features.
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We know this because…
Identify activities completed and record
observations and information from
discussions about activities.

Discovering Equine—Time to Specialize Skills Chart
To be completed by the leader and the member based on observations and conversations throughout the
project.

Skill
Builder

Members will be able to…

We know this because…

Each Builder had a Skills Checklist which identified the skill you will
learn.

Identify activities completed and
record observations and information
from discussions about activities.

Safety and Stable Management

 Give 2 advantages of a tie stall.
 Describe a good box stall including size and doors.
 Demonstrate how to correctly apply leg bandages for

first aid.

 Name 3 pieces of protective equipment and their

4







5

purpose that you could use on your horse when he is
riding in a trailer.
Explain and demonstrate one safe loading and
unloading technique with your horse.
Instruct an older member or adult how to safely load
and unload a quiet horse into a trailer.
Identify 3 safe and 3 unsafe stable management
practices.
Identify 4 different types of beddings and recognize the
differences between them.
Describe an ideal shelter for your horse.

Health
 Explain how to treat an open bleeding wound.
 Identify 3 diseases common to your area and their
symptoms, treatment, or prevention.
 Give 3 reasons and symptoms why your house may
need to visit the horse dentist.
 Describe 3 supplements and explain why a horse might
need them.
 Watch a lame horse move and identify four reasons
where and why he may be lame. Explain indicators
which lead you to your conclusion.
 Identify different types of lameness according to their
symptoms.
 Identify proper feeding practices.
 Evaluate the difference between hay from different
bales and fields.
 Recognize the importance of dewormer.
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Discovering Equine—Time to Specialize Skills Chart
To be completed by the leader and the member based on observations and conversations throughout the
project.

Skill
Builder

Members will be able to…

We know this because…

Each Builder had a Skills Checklist which identified the skill you will
learn.

Identify activities completed and
record observations and information
from discussions about activities.

6

Riding
 Briefly describe a good spring riding program for you
and your horse after taking the winter off.
 Watch a horse doing a haunches - in from a rear
point of view - explain when the horse’s legs are in
the correct positions.
 Identify 3 proper riding practices.
 Recognize the proper sitting position when riding a
horse.
 Explain different solutions for problems caused by
bits.
 Explain proper fitting of a saddle for you and your
horse.
 Describe how to properly clean tack.
 Mounted Skills

Showcase
Challenge

 Explain success in using the skills listed above

Additional Comments/Activities:

Leader Point of Praise!
I am most impressed by…

I acknowledge that the member has completed the 4-H project requirements.
Leader’s Signature: _______________________________
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Above and Beyond!
In addition to project skills, 4-H also increases skills in meeting management, communications,
leadership and community involvement through participation in club, area, or provincial 4-H events
or activities. List below any activities you participated in this year in 4-H.
(Some examples include Executive Positions Held, Workshops, Communication, Community Service, Rally, Bonspiels,
Conferences, Judging, Camps, Trips, Awards, Representation to Area or Provincial Councils, etc)

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

**Feel Free to add additional pages that include awards, certificates, new clippings, photos or other items that
describe your 4-H involvement.

Member Point of Pride!
What I learned…

What I need to improve on…

What I want others to notice…

Member’s Signature: _______________________________

Point of Praise! Another’s perspective on your achievements in 4-H.
(community professionals, MAFRI staff, 4-H club head leaders, 4-H Ambassadors, friends of 4-H)

I am most impressed by…

I believe that you have learned…

In the future I encourage you to…

Signature: _______________________________
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4-H Achievement
4-H Achievement is… a 4-H club celebration when
members have completed their projects.
Achievements are planned by the club to give
recognition to members and leaders for their
accomplishments in their 4-H projects and club
activities.
A 4-H Achievement can take many different formats: from choosing a theme, to member
project displays, to members using their new skills for the event (entertainment, food,
decorating, photographer, etc.), to members presenting their project to the whole group, the
options are endless and open to the creativity of the members and leaders in each club!
Clubs may also plan their Achievement to promote 4-H to the community or to recognize
sponsors and others who have helped the club.
Members and leaders - be sure to check your project books for the project completion
requirements, so you will be ready for your club’s Achievement celebration!

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions
for this or other 4-H projects contact:
Manitoba 4-H Projects
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives
1129 Queens Avenue
Brandon, MB R7A 1L9
Email: 4h@gov.mb.ca
Phone: 204-726-6613
Fax: 204-726-6260

This manual is for educational use only and is not intended as professional advice.

For more information about 4-H and the many
4-H opportunities available please visit
http://www.gov.mb.ca/agriculture/4-h/
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What is 4-H?
4-H is an international youth organization involving more than 7
million members in 80 countries around the world.
In Canada, 4-H began in 1913 in Roland, Manitoba as a communitybased organization dedicated to growth and development of rural
youth. Today’s 4-H program reaches both farm and non-farm youth
across Canada. The motto of “Learn to Do by Doing” is embodied in
the program, as 4-H focuses on skill development as well as personal
development of life skills such as communications, leadership and
citizenship.

4-H Motto
“Learn To Do by Doing”

4-H Pledge
I pledge,
My HEAD to clearer thinking,
My HEART to greater loyalty,
My HANDS to greater service,
My HEALTH to better living,
For my club, my community, and my country.

4-H Quality Equation Principles
Quality People
 Promote responsibility, respect, trust, honesty, fairness,
sportsmanship, citizenship, teamwork and caring.
Quality Experiences
 Provide members with personal development and skill
development experiences.
Quality Projects
 Promote and value quality effort.
 Promote high quality, safe food production within industry standards.

Manitoba 4-H project material is developed by

Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRI)

